Synchronization of spontaneous eyeblinks while viewing video stories
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Blinks are generally suppressed during a task that requires visual attention and tend to occur immediately before or after the task when the timing of its onset and offset are explicitly given. During the viewing of video stories, blinks are expected to occur at explicit breaks such as scene changes. However, given that the scene length is unpredictable, there should also be appropriate timing for blinking within a scene to prevent temporal loss of critical visual information. Here, we show that spontaneous blinks were highly synchronized between and within subjects when they viewed the same short video stories, but were not explicitly tied to the scene breaks. Synchronized blinks occurred during scenes that required less attention such as at the conclusion of an action, during the absence of the main character, during a long shot and during repeated presentations of a similar scene. In contrast, blink synchronization was not observed when subjects viewed a background video or when they listened to a story read aloud. The results suggest that humans share a mechanism for controlling the timing of blinks that searches for an implicit timing that is appropriate to minimize the chance of losing critical information while viewing a stream of visual events.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our visual world is interrupted by eyeblinks every few seconds. If we assume that 400 ms is lost per blink (VanderWerf et al. 2003), the loss time would amount to 6 s min⁻¹ or 10 per cent of total viewing time. However, we rarely notice this profound interruption. In addition to physically blocking out visual information, blinking triggers the active suppression of information intake as much as 50 ms prior to blink initiation, an effect known as blink suppression (Volkmann et al. 1980; Volkmann 1986). Because the sensitivity to low spatial frequency visual stimuli is selectively suppressed during blinks, this blink suppression affects visual processing in the magnocellular pathway in a way similar to saccadic suppression (Volkmann 1986; Ridder & Tomlinson 1993; Burr et al. 1994; Ridder & Tomlinson 1995; Ridder & Tomlinson 1997). A recent neuroimaging study revealed that the prefrontal and parietal cortices as well as the visual cortex showed decreases in activity during blinks (Bristow et al. 2009b). The suppression of the magnocellular pathway and cerebral cortices may contribute to desensitizing the temporal change across blinks and to maintaining stable visual perception and awareness by rendering eyeblinks unnoticed. However, these blink-suppression mechanisms just cover up and never actually make up for the visual information lost during the eyeblink. Therefore, it is still necessary for us to choose appropriate timing for eyeblinks so that we may not lose important visual information.

Previous studies have reported that blink timing is related to explicit attentional breaks (Hall 1945; Drew 1951; Stern et al. 1984; Fogarty & Stern 1989; Orchard & Stern 1991; Fukuda 1994). During reading, spontaneous blinks are likely to occur at punctuation marks (Hall 1945). Similarly, blinks are generally suppressed during a task that demands visual attention and tend to occur immediately before and after the task when we are explicitly given the timing of its onset and offset (Drew 1951; Stern et al. 1984; Fogarty & Stern 1989; Fukuda 1994). These actual controls of eyeblinks in regard to explicit breaks of a task would contribute to minimizing the loss of important visual information. However, in our daily life, it is not likely that we are always given explicit breaks in a flow of visual information. This leads us to hypothesize that we possess a mechanism for controlling the timing of blinks that searches for an implicit break from visual streams to prevent temporal loss of critical visual information.

When watching video stories, for example, it is reasonable to expect that blinks are likely to occur at the explicit breaks of scenes. However, given that the scene length is unpredictable, there should also be an appropriate timing for blinking within a scene. If we possess a mechanism for controlling the timing of blinks that searches for an implicit break from visual streams, the blink would...
become synchronized not only at the explicit scene breaks but also at the implicit breaks. To test these predictions, we examined the spontaneous eyeblinks of 14 subjects while they viewed two silent video clips and listened to a narrative. One of the video clips was taken from the television programme ‘Mr. Bean’ (MB), a British comedy, which had an attractive story and was easy to understand without sound. The other video was taken from background videos (BGVs) of landscapes or tropical fish as a control that provided no story development, but only constantly changing scenes. The short narrative was taken from an audio book of ‘Harry Potter’ (HP) as another control that had a rich story, but that lacked any actual visual stimuli. The stimuli were chosen to test the hypothesis that eyeblinks become synchronized within and across subjects when the visual stimuli have rich and quick plot development because of the necessity of controlling each blink occurrence at an appropriate timing that would cause minimal loss of critical visual information.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Subjects
Eighteen healthy adults (nine male, nine female, age 22–31 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity participated. Four subjects were excluded from the analysis because their mean blink rates fell outside the range of 1 s.d. around the mean (mean = 24.6, s.d. = 16.4); two because of excessive blink occurrence (mean blink rate per minute 64.5 and 43.9) and two because of scarce blink occurrence (6.1 and 7.5). All subjects gave written informed consent.

(b) Experimental design and stimuli
Each subject participated in three experiments in which a video story taken from a British TV comedy (MB), a BGV and a narration of a story taken from HP were presented. The order of MB, BGV and HP experiments was counterbalanced across subjects. Two stimuli were prepared for each experiment, and one of the two was presented to each subject three times in each experiment. MB stories (MB1 and MB2) were taken from ‘The Best Bits’ in ‘Rowan Atkinson in Mr. Bean 1’ (2004, Universal Studios). In both MB1 (216 s) and MB2 (207 s), an actor drives a car in the street (‘Mr. Bean at the Dentist’) or in a parking garage (‘Mr. Bean Gets Out of a Parking Garage’). The stories were easy to understand without sound. There were 50 and 36 scene breaks in MB1 and MB2, respectively. BGVs (BGV1, 210 s; BGV2, 210 s) featured schools of tropical fish (BGV1) and landscapes surrounding the Aegean Sea (BGV2). The number of scene changes was 10 and 18, respectively. Audio stories (HP1, 205 s; HP2, 218 s) were taken from narrations of a Japanese actor reading the novel ‘Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone’ (ch. 1 and 3, respectively) in Japanese. MB and BGV were presented without any sound, and HP was presented with a blank screen. During HP, the subjects were instructed to freely look at the blank screen.

Each experiment started with a blank screen for 210 s, which served as a control. The test stimulus was then presented three times in repetition with a 60 s interval between presentations. Subsequently, the subjects answered six two-choice questions about the content of the stimuli. The subjects then moved on to the next experiment without any interval. The subjects were informed in advance that their eye movements would be measured while watching a video stimulus or listening to an audio story and they would answer multiple-choice questions after each experiment. They were never told that their blinking was being measured. The mean correct score to the questions was very high (96%, ranging from 83% to 100%), and the score did not differ significantly across the three types of experiments (one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), p > 0.2).

Visual stimuli were presented on a liquid crystal display screen (DELL, 17 inches) in a dimly lit room, and auditory stimuli were presented via a loudspeaker system with a peak amplitude of 70 dB sound pressure level. The subjects sat on a chair in front of the screen, which was placed 1 m from the chair. The behaviour of subjects during the experiment was video recorded to check if they looked away from the screen.

(c) Data acquisition
Vertical electrooculograms (EOGs) were recorded using Ag/AgCl electrodes (impedance < 5 kΩ) attached to the left supra- and infraorbital sites. The reference electrode was placed on the left ear lobe. The EOG signals were amplified by a bioelectric amplifier (AB-621G, Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan) with an AC time constant of 0.3 s, digitized online at a rate of 100 Hz and stored on a hard disk. The data were analysed offline.

(d) Data analysis
To detect blink onset times, the EOG signals were smoothed (moving average with a 70 ms time window) and differentiated, and the differentiated signal was thresholded at 1.5 s.d. below the mean. If the sign of the differentiated EOG signal inverted rapidly from negative to positive and reached 1.5 s.d. above the mean within 100 ms, the point of the negative threshold was determined as an eyeblink onset time. This procedure yielded a series of blink onset times with 10 ms time resolution (Yuč & Tada 1994). For confirmation, we also counted the number of eyeblinks in close-up video pictures of the face of each subject, which we recorded during each experimental session. The number yielded by video counting matched with those yielded by the EOG analysis.

To examine whether blinks occurred at random or specific timings within each subject in each experiment, we compared the blink timing in one presentation (reference; e.g. the first presentation) with that in another presentation (test; e.g. the second presentation). For each eyeblink in the reference, we searched for the nearest eyeblink in the test and measured the eyeblink onset asynchrony between the two. We repeated the procedure for six combinations of presentations (first/second, first/third, second/third, second/first, third/first and third/second) and normalized the accumulated distribution of the onset asynchrony by the total number of eyeblinks. It is worth noting that a single normalized distribution of the onset asynchrony was prepared from six combinations for each subject. This normalized data (per cent proportion to total eyeblinks) followed normal distribution (Shapiro–Wilk test). In addition to this analysis in which we used the original data (OD), we repeated the same procedure after shuffling the inter-blink intervals (IBIs) of the test data (randomized data, RD). The RD preserved the exact distribution of IBIs, but lost the fine timing structure (Toyama et al.
1981a,b; Theiler et al. 1992). Thus, RD served as a control under the null hypothesis that the ‘synchronous’ eyeblinks occurred by chance. For each combination of reference and test data, we generated 40 RD from the original test data and accumulated the distribution of the onset asynchrony, which was divided by 40. As for the number of randomizations, we systematically tested with 10, 40, 100 and 1000. As a result, the number of randomizations from 10 to 1000 had little effect on the RD distribution. Thus, we adopted 40 randomizations in the present study. The procedure was repeated for six combinations of presentations, and the accumulated distribution of the onset asynchrony was normalized by the total number of eyeblinks to get one normalized blink frequency histogram for each subject. The difference between the OD and RD curves served as a measure of the net synchronization of eyeblinks. To identify the time window of the onset asynchrony showing different frequency between OD and RD, we first conducted three-way ANOVA with two within-group factors of data shuffling (OD/RD) and onset asynchrony (nine bins) and one between-group factor of stimulus (MB, MB1/MB2; BGV, BGV1/BGV2; HP, HP1/HP2). In this initial analysis, no significant main effect of the between-group factor was detected. Therefore, data were pooled over the two kinds of stimuli, and we conducted two-way ANOVA with the main effects of data shuffling (OD/RD) and onset asynchrony (nine bins) and their interaction. We repeated the whole analysis with five different bin widths (100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 ms). Because significant interaction was found with bin widths from 200 to 500 ms, we show results obtained with a bin width of 400 ms as representative data. Results for each bin width is shown in the electronic supplementary material, table S2.

We further compared raw blink counts in OD with 95th percentile thresholds calculated from 1000 RD sets. We initially looked at all bins for each subject and counted the number of subjects that exceeded the 95th percentile threshold at least one of the nine bins, for each of MB, BGV and HP experiments. When the number of subjects exceeded a level of significance (nine subjects and above, \( p = 0.05 \) and was significantly smaller than that during the rest state before viewing the video (24.2, \( p < 0.05 \), two-tailed \( t \)-test). Blink rates slightly increased with repetition (15.1, 16.6 and 18.2 in the first, second and third viewings, respectively), but were consistently fewer than in the rest state. In contrast, the blink rates during BGV viewing (20.0) and HP listening (26.3) were not significantly different from those during the rest state (20.8 and 22.5, respectively). The general decrease in the blink rate during MB viewing might reflect a strategy to minimize the loss of visual information (see electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Next, we examined whether eyeblinks occurred at random or with specific timing during MB viewing. The mean distribution of the onset asynchrony averaged across subjects (figure 1a, solid line, OD) showed a peak of 14.3 per cent in the 400 ms bin around zero, showing that 14.3 per cent of eyeblinks in one viewing was accompanied by a nearly simultaneous eyeblink in another viewing within a time window of 400 ms. But the peak synchrony dropped to 10.6 per cent after shuffling (figure 1a, dashed line, RD). Two-way ANOVA detected significant main effects of data shuffling (OD/RD) and onset asynchrony (20 bins) and their interaction. Next, we examined whether the eyeblinks following explicit scene breaks contributed to blink synchronization. For this purpose, we removed eyeblinks that followed explicit scene breaks with a latency of 400–600 ms, and tested whether the number of synchronized eyeblinks, as represented by the difference between the OD and RD curves (OD–RD subtraction curve), decreased significantly. Two OD–RD subtraction curves were then calculated before and after the removal of eyeblinks, and the difference between the two OD–RD subtraction curves served as a measure of the effect on the total amount of blink synchrony.

To characterize each frame of synchronous eyeblinks, we created a blink frequency histogram for each kind of stimulus by combining blinks from 21 viewings (seven subjects × two videos × three viewings), with a bin width of 100 ms after smoothing (400 ms time window moving average). Next, we selected 17 representative synchronous eyeblinks from the frequency histogram of eyeblinks (see #1–17, blue line in figure 4a) by setting a peak threshold at the height of eight. Then, we asked 10 naive observers to judge whether the frames just before each synchronous eyeblink represented (i) a car without movement; (ii) a car with predictable movements; (iii) empty streets; (iv) the end of an action of a human character; (v) the end of zooming-out; (vi) a repetition of a recent scene; or (vii) anything else. The one that gained the most votes (74% on average) was considered to be the feature of the frame.

To examine whether synchronous eyeblinks occurred after a period of blink suppression, we extracted long IBIs above 1.0 s.d. of the mean from eyeblinks in each viewing. We then created a frequency histogram of the long IBIs by combining data from 21 viewings (seven subjects × three viewings) for each stimulus. The time bin was set at 100 ms along the timeline of each stimulus.

3. RESULTS

The mean blink rate across subjects during MB viewing was 16.6 min\(^{-1}\) and was significantly smaller than that during the rest state before viewing the video (24.2, \( p < 0.05 \), two-tailed \( t \)-test). Blink rates slightly increased with repetition (15.1, 16.6 and 18.2 in the first, second and third viewings, respectively), but were consistently fewer than in the rest state. In contrast, the blink rates during BGV viewing (20.0) and HP listening (26.3) were not significantly different from those during the rest state (20.8 and 22.5, respectively). The general decrease in the blink rate during MB viewing might reflect a strategy to minimize the loss of visual information (see electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Next, we examined whether eyeblinks occurred at random or with specific timing during MB viewing. The mean distribution of the onset asynchrony averaged across subjects (figure 1a, solid line, OD) showed a peak of 14.3 per cent in the 400 ms bin around zero, showing that 14.3 per cent of eyeblinks in one viewing was accompanied by a nearly simultaneous eyeblink in another viewing within a time window of 400 ms. But the peak synchrony dropped to 10.6 per cent after shuffling (figure 1a, dashed line, RD). Two-way ANOVA detected significant main effects of data shuffling (original and
randomized) \( F_{(2-1),(14-1)} = 7.0, p < 0.02 \) and onset asynchrony (nine bins) \( F_{(9-1),(14-1)} = 35.6, p < 0.0001 \), and a significant interaction between data shuffling and onset asynchrony \( F_{(8,104)} = 8.8, p < 0.0001 \). With regard to the interaction, there were significant simple main effects of data type around zero (−200 to 200 ms, \( F_{(2-1),(2-1),(14-1)} = 59.5, p < 0.0001 \); −600 to −200 ms, \( F_{(2-1)} = 9.2, p < 0.003 \)). To validate the shuffling method, we applied the method to eyeblinks during MB viewing (3.5 min) and those in the rest state before the session (3.5 min), which should be independent of each other. As expected, the distributions of eyeblink onset asynchrony before and after shuffling (figure 1b, solid and dashed lines, respectively) were almost identical. In contrast to MB viewing, the main effect of data shuffling was not significant in BGV viewing or listening to HP (figure 1c and d). Although the main effect of onset asynchrony was significant in both BGV and HP \( F_{(8,104)} = 20.8, p < 0.0001 \); \( F_{(8,104)} = 26.5, p < 0.0001 \), respectively), there was no significant interaction. These results suggest that at least some eyeblinks occurred with specific timing while viewing MB, but not while viewing BGV or listening to HP.

We further compared each observed blink count in OD with a 95th percentile threshold defined from 1000 RD. This randomization test revealed that 10 of 14 subjects exceeded the threshold in at least one of nine bins in the MB condition (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The number was significant in that the probability of observing 10 or more subjects by chance is 0.0094. A post hoc test revealed that the number of subjects reached a level of significance in the fourth (−600 to −200 ms, \( n = 4 \); \( p = 0.038 \)) and the fifth (−200 to +200 ms, \( n = 7 \); \( p = 0.000018 \)) bins. On the other hand, the same randomization test revealed that the 95 per cent criterion was satisfied in only 5 of 14 subjects in both BGV and HP conditions. The number (five and more) was as expected by chance \( (p = 0.64) \). These results support our conclusions that the spontaneous eyeblinks were synchronized while viewing video stories, but not in the other conditions.

Next, we examined whether eyeblinks occurred with specific timing across subjects when each subject viewed one MB video clip for the first time. Despite the diversity of the spontaneous blink rate (electronic supplementary material, table S1), there was a prominent peak in synchronous eyeblinks (12.2%, figure 2a, solid line).
compared with the peak with RD (9.6%). Two-way ANOVA detected significant main effects of data shuffling ($F_{1,18} = 18.8, p < 0.001$) and onset asynchrony ($F_{8,104} = 58.5, p < 0.0001$) and a significant interaction ($F_{8,104} = 4.5, p < 0.0001$). With regard to the interaction, there were significant simple main effects of data shuffling in four time bins around zero (−200 to 200 ms, $F_{1,117} = 21.6, p < 0.0001$; −600 to −200 ms, $F_{1,117} = 11.4, p < 0.001$; 600 to 200 ms, $F_{1,117} = 10.3, p < 0.002$; −1000 to −600 ms, $F_{1,117} = 4.2, p < 0.04$). In contrast to MB viewing, the interaction between the effects of data shuffling and onset asynchrony was not significant for either BGV viewing or listening to HP (figure 2b,c). Thus, some eyeblinks during MB viewing occurred with some specific timing shared among subjects.

It could be argued, however, that eyeblinks that occurred repeatedly within or across subjects merely occurred in response to explicit breaks in scenes in the video stories. To test this possibility, we next examined the timing of the first eyeblink after each scene break. The rate of the first blink gradually increased and showed a peak at 400–600 ms after the scene break (figure 3a, solid line, OD). The peak disappeared after shuffling the order of eyeblinks (figure 3a, dashed line, RD). Two-way ANOVA detected a significant interaction between data shuffling and time ($F_{19,779} = 2.2, p < 0.003$) that was caused by the difference at the peak (OD > RD, 400–600 ms) ($F_{1,820} = 9.4, p < 0.003$) and a later reversal at 1200–1400 ms (RD > OD, $F_{1,820} = 6.5, p < 0.02$). Thus, some blinks did occur in response to explicit breaks, with a latency of 400–600 ms (post-explicit-break eyeblinks). Furthermore, we examined whether the blink synchronization could be completely explained by the post-explicit-break eyeblinks by comparing the degree of synchronization before and after removing the ones with latencies between 400 and 600 ms, following explicit scene breaks (5% of the total eyeblinks). The OD–RD difference curves showed a peak of 3.7 per cent (within-subject analysis) and 2.6 per cent (across-subject analysis) at zero time lag before the removal (figure 3b, dotted curves). The peak difference after removing the blinks (figure 3b, solid curves) remained as high (3.2% and 2.6%) as before removing the blinks. Two-way ANOVA (removal × time lag) indicated no significant main effect of the removal or interaction between the removal and time lag in both within- and across-subject analyses. By applying the same analysis to the data in the BGV condition, we found that the removal of blinks within the time window (0.4–0.8 s) after the explicit scene break had little effect: these blinks in response to the explicit scene breaks explained less than 0.1 per cent of the synchronized blinks in both within- and between-subject analyses. This indicates that the number of synchronized blinks in the BGV condition would increase by less than 0.5 per cent (0.1 × 5), even if the number of explicit scene breaks increased from 10 to 50, which is the same number of explicit scene breaks in the MB1 condition. These results suggest that the observed synchronization of blinks in the MB condition was not caused by the explicit breaks.

To identify the source of blink synchrony, we created a blink frequency histogram along the timeline of each video (figure 4a, blue solid line, MB1 and MB2). There were some distinct peaks, as large as 11 at the maximum, in comparison with the mean frequency (MB1, mean 2.6, SD 1.7; MB2, mean 2.1, SD 1.7). When we removed the blinks greater than or equal to 8 (7% of total blinks, 11 and six peaks in MB1 and MB2, respectively; #1–17 in figure 4a), the peak synchronization dropped significantly by 1.7 per cent (within subjects; figure 4b) and 0.8 per cent (across subjects; figure 4bii). These blinks composed approximately 46 per cent (within subjects) and 31 per cent (across subjects) of the blinks that contributed to the observed synchronization. Furthermore, when we removed blinks greater than or equal to 6 in both

Figure 2. Eyeblink synchronization across subjects. Distributions of eyeblink onset asynchrony across subjects while (a) viewing MB, (b) viewing BGV and (c) listening to HP. Note the significant synchronization in MB viewings. Other conventions are the same as in figure 1.
MB1 and MB2, blink synchronization not only decreased but also disappeared. That we had to remove 57 (MB1) and 28 (MB2) peaks that amounted to 31 per cent (MB1) and 23 per cent (MB2) of total eyeblinks indicates that the synchronization phenomenon occurred at many time points distributed over the video clips. Eyeblinks that occurred at these time points were critical for the observed synchronization because synchronization remained after removing the same number of eyeblinks (31% and 23% in MB1 and MB2, respectively) that were chosen at random. Furthermore, we examined whether these synchronous eyeblinks occurred after a period of long-term blink suppression. For this purpose, we extracted long IBIs above 1.0 s.d. of the mean in each viewing and created a frequency histogram of long IBIs along the timeline of each video (red dotted line in figure 4a; red lines in figure S2, electronic supplementary material). Next, we selected 17 representative synchronous eyeblinks from a frequency histogram of eyeblinks (#1–17, blue line in figure 4a) by setting a peak threshold at the height of eight. Then, we examined the relation between these two frequency histograms of long IBIs and eyeblinks. As a result, some synchronous blinks (#2, 6 and 13 in figures 4 and S2, electronic supplementary material) were observed just after the distinct peaks of long IBI frequency. On the contrary, others (#7, 15 and 17) occurred just before the peaks of long IBI frequency. However, many others (#3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 16) occurred when the long IBI frequency was low.

Finally, we characterized frame sequences around the 17 synchronous eyeblinks in terms of the contexts of the stories (figures 5 and 6 for MB1 and MB2, respectively). In general, blinks were suppressed while an action of the main character was unfolding and were released at less animated scenes. Of the frames around the 17 distinctive peaks, 11 (64%) presented no human characters but only a car without movement (#9, 10, 11 and 14), a car with predictable movements (#2, 5, 16 and 17) and empty streets (#4, 6 and 13). Of the other six peaks, four (24%) were classified as scenes that concluded an action of a human character (#1, 3, 8 and 15). Of the remaining two peaks, one (6%) occurred near the end of a wide-angle shot (#7) and the other (6%) occurred at frames almost identical to a recent scene (#12). These observations suggest that the synchronized blinks occurred selectively at implicit breaks in the video stories as assessed unconsciously, but commonly, by the subjects.

4. DISCUSSION

Spontaneous eyeblinks were synchronized both within and across subjects when they viewed the same video stories. This blink synchronization was not observed when they viewed BGVs that did not contain any story or...
when they listened to a narrated story. Thus, the synchronization required a story, but the need to follow a storyline per se was not the cause of synchronization. The blink synchrony occurred only when subjects had to follow a storyline by extracting information from a stream of visual events.

Previous studies have reported that blink timing is related to explicit attentional breaks (Hall 1945; Drew 1951; Stern et al. 1984; Fogarty & Stern 1989; Fukuda 1994). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that blinks are synchronized to the explicit breaks of scenes when watching video stories. As expected, the blink rate increased at 400–600 ms after scene breaks. Because the latency of 400–600 ms was much longer than that of the photic blink reflex in response to a photic stimulus (less than 100 ms) (Yates & Brown 1981; Mukuno et al. 1983), we consider that the blinks were not triggered reflexively by physical stimuli such as a rapid change in luminance at the scene change, but were selectively generated as a result of cognitive processing triggered by the explicit break.

The blinks immediately after the explicit breaks, however, explained only a small non-significant part of the total blinks that occurred in synchrony within and across subjects (figure 3b). After excluding the blinks that occurred in response to the explicit breaks, we still observed as much blink synchronization as before these blinks were excluded, suggesting that blinks following explicit scene breaks did not comprise a significant component of blinks synchronization. We do sometimes blink following explicit scene breaks, but maybe at random after different scene breaks. Given that scene length is unpredictable when video streams are viewed, the blink synchronization suggests that the brain searches for an implicit timing within the same scene, rather than an explicit timing, for blink generation.

However, it may be argued that synchronous blinks were caused by a scene-dependent mechanism for blink suppression coupled with a mechanism for spontaneous blink generation that is not scene dependent. By examining the relation between the synchronous blinks and the long IBIIs, some synchronous blinks evidently occurred just after a long period of blink suppression. However, many other synchronous blinks occurred independently of or even before long blink suppression. This result suggests that we actively search for the implicit timing which is appropriate for the blink generation while watching video streams. In fact, synchronous blinks selectively occurred at frames that seemed to be of lesser importance such as at the conclusion of an action, at the disappearance of the main character, during a long shot and during repeated presentations of a similar scene. These frames might be implicit breaks in the video stories that were detected in common within and across subjects.
subjects. Furthermore, given that cortical activity during movie viewing is highly synchronized between individuals (Hasson et al. 2004), humans could share similarities in recognizing visual information and assessing the optimal breaks within it.

To generate a blink at such an implicit break, it is necessary both to suppress a reflexive blink and to send a controlling signal for activating lower-level blink generation mechanisms at an appropriate timing. The neural circuit of blink generation is tonically suppressed by the superior colliculus (SC) (Basso & Evinger 1996; Basso et al. 1996), which is under the control of the striatum and higher cortical areas such as the supplemental eye field, frontal eye field, posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and occipital cortex. These cortical areas are activated in relation to the control of voluntary and/or spontaneous eyeblinks (Bodis-Wollner et al. 1999; Kato & Miyauchi 2003; Bristow et al. 2005a,b; Yoon et al. 2005). Whereas these regions are also involved in the control of eye movement, the activation of the PPC during blinks is greater than during saccades (Bodis-Wollner et al. 1999), and the microstimulation of area 7a in monkey, a homologue of the human PPC, constantly elicits blinks during fixation (Shibutani et al. 1984). The PPC is also involved in sensory-motor transformation and attentional processing (Andersen et al. 1997), especially in the process of disengagement of covert visual attention (Posner et al. 1984). These previous findings suggest that the neural networks involving the PPC may play critical roles in controlling an eyeblink at implicit breaks in video stories.

Not only blinks but also saccades render us blind at two or three per second, although the physical degradation of visual input produced by a saccade typically is considerably shorter than that produced by a blink. In addition, a saccade is often accompanied by a blink (Fogarty & Stern 1989). Both involve activations in the same cortical areas (Bodis-Wollner et al. 1999). These facts suggest that blinks and saccades are not independent, and saccades are also generated at or near the implicit breaks in video stories. This point requires future investigations.

Despite the diversity of spontaneous blink rates and blink patterns among individuals (Ponder & Kennedy 1927), we found the synchronization of blink timing within and across individuals at implicit breaks in video stories. Our results suggest that humans share a mechanism for controlling the timing of blinks that searches for the appropriate timing to prevent the loss of critical information from the flow of visual information. This excellent control
of blink generation may be closely related to the visual attentional system and contributes to stable visual perception and awareness across the interruptions of blinks.

The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Graduate School of Education of the University of Tokyo, Japan.
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